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Abstract

The growth of nonlinear optics and laser technology has been inter-dependent. Introduction of nonlinear optical
element inside a laser cavity facilitates mode-locking, whereas ultrashort laser pulse enables excitation of higher and
higher orders of optical nonlinearity in a medium. Solid state lasers are passively mode-locked for ultrashort pulse
generation by incorporation of a saturable loss mechanism inside the laser cavity. Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM) which
exploits self focusing effect due to positive nonlinear phase distortion in the gain medium itself due to intrinsic third
order nonlinear susceptibility (χ(3)), has been found to be very efficient and reliable in femtosecond regime. Although
there is only few reports on Kerr-lens mode-locked Nd:YAG laser, however, in picosecond regime KLM has not been
popular because the lower intra-cavity peak power is generally inadequate to drive the required nonlinear loss
modulation due to weak intrinsic χ(3) of the medium. Cascading of two second order nonlinear processes can induce
large equivalent third order susceptibility (χ (3))eff and thus can mimic the effects of third order nonlinear optical
processes in a second order nonlinear optical crystal even at comparatively much lower power. The talk will present
application of cascaded nonlinearity for the availability of saturation of loss required for passive mode-locking of
Nd:YVO4 laser. Results of the stability of mode-locking using the real and imaginary part of effective third order
nonlinearity are compared. It is shown that the real part of effective third order nonlinearity has better stability in modelocking than the imaginary part due to its inherent inverse saturation behavior.
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